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MUSICAL NUMBERS

Prologue..........................................................Narrators

"Jacob and Sons“..............................Narrator Zazie, Full Company

"Joseph’s Coat“..............................................Jacob, Narrator Maya, Brothers, Wives, Chorus

"Joseph's Dreams“.........................................Narrator Rio, Brothers

"Poor, Poor Joseph“..........................Narrator Krishna, Brothers, Wives

"One More Angel in Heaven“......................Brother Simeon, Narrator Krishna, Jacob, Brothers, Wives

"Journey to Egypt“...........................................Narrator Rio

"Potiphar“....................................................Narrator Rio, Potiphar, Mrs. Potiphar, Chorus

"Close Every Door“.........................................Joseph, Full Company

"Go, Go, Go Joseph“.................................Narrator Zazie, Butler, Baker, Joseph, Brothers, Wives, Chorus

"A Pharaoh’s Story“........................................Narrator Rio, Chorus

"Poor, Poor Pharaoh“ / "Song of the King“.........Narrator Maya, Butler Pharaoh, Narrator Krishna, Chorus

"Pharaoh’s Dream Explained“..........................Joseph, Full Company

"Stone the Crows“...........................................Narrator Maya, Pharaoh, Joseph, Chorus

"Those Canaan Days“.........................Brother Simeon, Jacob, Brothers, Wives

"The Brothers Come to Egypt“ / "Grovel, Grovel“.........Narrator Maya, Joseph, Brothers, Wives, Chorus

"Who’s The Thief?“........................................Joseph, Narrator Zazie, Brothers, Wives, Chorus

"Benjamin Calypso“ / "Joseph All the Time“..............Brother Judah, Narrator Rio, Brothers, Wives, Chorus

"Jacob in Egypt“.............................................Full Company

"Any Dream Will Do“ (Finale)..................Jacob, Narrators, Full Company
CAST

Joseph.................................................................Jake Jumalon
Narrators..................................................Zazie Besmertnik, Rio Kiyoshige,
                                  Krishna Lakshmi-Dell, Maya Stronach
Jacob/Pharaoh..................................................Paul Kopman
Potiphar.......................................................Carson Robison
Brother Asher..................................................Joey Ramos
Brother Benjamin...........................................Shlok Jain
Brother Dan.....................................................Siddha Bajracharya
Brother Gad......................................................Sammi Silber
Brother Isacchar...............................................Camilla Pagan
Brother Judah..................................................Deven Agge
Brother Levi.....................................................Sophie Gregorian
Brother Naphtali...............................................Julia Lennertz
Brother Rueben................................................Chaitanya Dhall
Brother Simeon................................................Wilder Nicholl
Brother Zebulan...............................................Benjamin Margetts
Butler.............................................................Isabella Towle
Baker...............................................................Gia Gopal
Mrs. Potiphar..................................................Svetlana Stephanopoulos
Goat...............................................................Jack Berna
Wives..............................................................Jenna Abdallah, Maya Athias,
                           Bluesy Burke, Alexis Corona von Schirmeister,
                           Reve Cortizo-Burgess, Maggie Graf,
                           Josephine Margetts, Elena Moons,
                           Eva Nevin, Ife Omilola, Grace Ong
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Peschke, Veronica Rowny, Sasha Sloboda,
Kiera Soltau, Bells Stertz
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Key 2/Conductor
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A Message from Ms. Bruno

Congratulations to the Company of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat. I applaud your resiliency and commitment to using your art as a catalyst to educate and bring life to the stories that need to be told.

Thank you for helping to lead us out of the dark into the light…. Bravo to all for a magical production!

With much love and admiration,
Ms Bruno
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A very special thank you to
Greg Henry, Alessio Summerfield, Nick Misisco,
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for filming this production.
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Enjoy the show!